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Damlatmak filtrelerdeki gibi bir taneli ortamda tanelerin üzerinde 
meydana gelen akım, uzun zamandan beri inceleme konusu olmuştur. An
cak, bir hayli zaman ve emek sarfedilmiş olmasına rağmen, genel olarak 
kabul edilmiş bir teori henüz mevcut değildir. Bu yazıda akıma tesir 
eden faktörler gözden geçirilecek, ve malzemenin yüzey alanının ve tane
ler arasındaki temas noktalarında kapiler kuvvetler etkisiyle tutulan 
sıvı hacminin akış zamanına etkisi etraflı olarak incelenecektir.

♦ * *

Flou' över granular media as in a trickling filter has long been the 
subject of discussion. Howcvcr, although considerable time and effort 
has been expended, there is no commonly accepted theory. In this paper 
the factors goıvcming the floıv ıvill be revieued and the influence of me
dia surface area and the liquid held at the points of contacts betıvecn 
the grains of fiil materials by capillary forces upon the travel time will 
be investigated in detail.
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Review of Present Knovvledge on Time of F1ow 
över Packings and Be d s

Time of Flow över a Single Sphere. Assuming that ali the liquid 
comes in at the very top and leaves at the very bottom of the sphere and 
that the effect of accelaration and certain effects of curvature are neg- 
ligible, W. E. Hovvland derived the follosving equation for the total time 
of travel from the top to the bottom of a single sphere vvith a radious 
« as shown in Figüre 1. (1)

Q
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Figüre 1. FIow över a single sphere

Where

Q — Rate of flow applted to sphere (vol. per unit time)

v = Kinematic viscosity of liquid = — 
P

g = Acceleration of gravity

Kinematic viscosity of liquid is a function of temperature. Sewage 
temperature varies betvveen 12 and 15°C and its kinematic viscosity 
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changes accordingly (2). According to the recommendations of ATV, 
German Association of Sewage Purification, a value of v = 1.31 X 10 s 
m* sec. can be accepted for the kinematic viscosity of sevvage. (2).

If ali quantities are expressed in metric units and g — 9.81 m sec2 
is substituted into Eq. 1, the following equation is obtained :

t = “ (—âr10‘7'’ =^63X10- »

Where

t = Time of travel in sec

a = Radious of sphere in m

Q = Rate of flow in m’ sec.

Time of Flow över a Vertical Column of Spheres. If a vertical col- 
umn of n spheres shown in Figüre 2 is considered, time of flow then 
becomes

t = 6.5263 X10 ~2 n J/3- (3)

Figüre 2. Flow över a vertical column of spheres

vvhere n = H 2 a and H denotes the length of the column. This theo- 
retical flow time was also confirmed experimentally (3).

Time of Flow över a Packing of Spheres of Rectangular Arrange- 
ment. The porosity of this arrangement is 0.4764. The rest, (1 — 0,4764) = 
0.5236 = ? represents the ratio of solid volüme to the totai volüme.
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Consider a cylindirical bed of rectangular arrangement of depth H and 
diameter D. The number of spheres in the bed becomes:

(z D24) • H • z/6 
(4/3) ~ a3 (4)

Since the number of the layers is H/2 a, the number of spheres in a layer 
can bc vvritten as

(zD2,4)Hz 6 
(4/3) z a3 27/2

If Qa is the hydraulic ioading rate, the total rate of flow över the 
bed is therefore QA z D2 4. Then the rate of flow Q applied to a chain of 
spheres as sho-,vn in Figüre 2 becomes :

„ (4/3) z o3 • (H/2 a) _ ,
Ç 4 (~D3/4)Hıt/6 4

Since such a chain of spheres has n = H, 2 a spheres, the time of flovv 
över the entire bed can be vvritten by substituting Eq. 5 into Eq. 1 or 
Eq. 2:

, H OR/3vV'3 (2 ;x)2/ la5/3 „ , „ ,'3v \>'3 (2z)2'3
2a \g) (4 ~ ' H ( g ) 42/3 an3 çjn

or
H ai/3'=r«x6-5263xıo-1<5sW
1.295 X10~2 H „

=----- 7P7F— (7)

Where

t — time of flow in sec

H — Depth of bed in m

Qa — Hydraulic İoading rate in m’/sec/m2

a = Radius of sphere in m

As hydraulic İoading rate QA is more generally expressed in m3/d/m’, 
one vvrites Eq. 6 in the follovving form :
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1.295X10-’ H
d1'3 ( Qa l’/3

1,86400/

_ 25.308 H
" d"3 qam

Where

[t | = sec

HJ =. m

| Ç .| — m’/d/m2

| a ] = m

Time of flow can also be expressed in minutes :

25.308 H 0.4218 H
'" 60 all3QA113 ~ awQA313

(8)

(8 a)

Time of Flow över a Randomly Packed Assemblage of Spheres.

An excellent example of this type work is the experimental study by 
M. D. Sinkoff, et al (6). It is based on a dimensional analysis of varia- 
bles that effect the mean residence time t(, of a fluid in a packed bed of 
clean media (see Figüre 6.). The relationship among the variables is in- 
dicated by

/(Q , <7,v, = 0

where S is the media surface area divided by volüme occupied. It is. call- 
ed as specific surface area.

In order to evaluate the functional relationship set by dimensional 
analysis, M. D. Sinkoff, et al, performed a set of experiments on a col- 
umn of glass and porcelain spheres while varying the hydraulic loading 
rate and measuring tG . The result of this analysis has been given with 
the follo.ving equation :

tG~k vn = CH / s y 
\Ç?ı/ (9)>9,'

4
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in which k and n are constants. The analysis of the measured values 
shovved that for the glass spheres k = 3.0 and n — 0.83 and for the por- 
celain spheres k = 1.5 and n = 0.53. Thus for glass spheres of diameters 
of 12 - in., 3/4 - in., and 1 - in.

or

fvl050 l S \°-83 «(J <10>

or with v = 1.31 x 10 6 m2 sec and g = 9.81 m/sec2

/ ç< \0.83
tc= 1.604X10 (W

vvhere 
or

171 = sec ; |SJ = m2 m3 ; | | = m3 m2 sec ; 127J = m

/ s \°-83tG = 20.07 H ı * ı (12)
\VaJ

»vhere |fcJ = sec ; [SJ = m!/m’ ; |Q,t| = m3/m2/d ; 177] = m

or
/ S \°-83

<g = 0.335 77 I | (12a)
W

where 171 = min ; [S] = nr/m' ; I ] = m3/m2/d ; [771 = m

For the porcelain spheres of 3 - in diameter

(v)°.7° / S \0.53= (ÇJ (13)

or with v = 1.31 x lO^n^/sec and g = 9.81 m/'sec2

t c \O.53
fc = 46.7xl0-3ff | „ | (14)

where [tc] = sec ; [S] = m2./m’ ; |QX] = m3/m2/sec ; [77]= m
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/ s \°-53 fG=19.29 H (15)

where [tcJ = sec ; [S| = m’/m’ ; |QJ = m’/m2/d ; |H] = m 

or
/ S \°-53 tc = 0.321 H [£- (15a)
\V/l/

where (tGJ _ min ; |SJ = m2 m' ; | QA | = m’/m2 d ; I H| = m

Howland’s equation for a bed of spheres of rectangular arrangement 
can also be vvritten in this form by introducing the concept of specific 
surface area S. Consider again a cyclindirical bed of depth H and diame-
ter D. The number of spheres in the bed is given by Eq. 4. Percentage

of the void volüme =11— 7 ) X 100 l b /

Volüme of a sphere = „ «a1

Surface area of a sphere = 4 -a2

Hence the total surface area of spheres per unit volüme of the bed be- 
comes :

(tiD2/4) H rc/6 4-a2 _ it
’ ” (4/3) ıra3 ’ (nD2/4)ff 2a

or
TC 

d = ~x~ 2S

Substituting Eq. 16 a into Eq. 6 it follovvs :

(16)

(16a)

(17)

If the numerical values of v and g are inlroduced here, one obtains :
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where

or

where

or

where

t = 0.958X10-'// i S \2/3M (18)

[t] = scc ; |SJ --- nr, m’ ; [Q.K] = m3'm2.sec. ; [//] = m

t = 18.729 H I S \2'3 (19)

[tj = sec ; I S] = m2, m3 ; | | = m3, m2'd ; [Z/J = m

t S \2/3 t = 0.312 H ' ı
1^4 /

[tj — min ; |SJ = m2/m3 ; |Q.<] = m’/m2/d ; [//] = m

A Mathematical Model to Study the Effect of the Liqııid Ileld 
at the Points of Contacts betvveen the Grains of Fili Material 

hy Capillary Forces upon the Flow Time

Any analysis of flow över a bed must be based upon ideal parti- 
cles, hence the various modes of packing of uniform spheres must be 
carefully investigated.

From the six modes of packing of spheres studied by Graton and 
Fraser, the only arrangement that Eq.l is aplicable to, is a rectangular 
arrangement. (4), (5). There are those countless variaties of assembly 
in which no orderly or systematic repetitivc arrangement can be discov- 
ered. Ali those terms may be grouped together under the general term 
of chance packing. However ezperiments shovv that in containers of 
simple shape and tend to hundreds of times the sphere diameter, rhombic 
colonies of complete stability predominate in the bed. From this point of 
view only such a model as shovvn in Figüre 3 a and Figüre 3 b can rep- 
resent the porous media (5). In this modified rhombic arrangement the 
spacing betvveen the spheres is adjusted to the observed porosity. The 
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flow phenomenon in this packing is extremely complex and quite different 
from that of rectangular arrangement. Since no theoretical study known 
to the author exists on this subject, this study has been carried on for 
this purpose.

Figüre 3 a. The proposed model for flow över filter nıedla

Figüre 3. b. The unlt celi of the idealized assemblage 
of spheres studied by the present theory

Let us consider two layers of such an assemblage of spheres lying 
on a horizontal starting plane (Figüre 3 a). Spheres plotted with the 
heavy lines indicate the first lower layer and those designated with the 
dotted lines show the second layer which is on the top. The circles in 
Figüre 3 a are the horizontal projections of ali layers of the assemblage, 
becausc the projections of the other layers coincide with those shown 
in the figüre.
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We now consider a porous media represented by spheres placed in 
hexagonal array according to the rhombic arrangement. The unit celi 
of this idealized assemblage has been shown in Figüre 3 b. The adjacent 
grain centers are equidistant and at a distance of de = 2 re = d 4- 5, in 
vvhich d is the sphere diameter and 6 is the distance between sphere 
surfaces, adjusted to the observed porosity e. From the definition of the 
porosity e, we have

0 905 d _ 1.81a

where a is the radius of a sphere.

d dr = a, r, = a = 1.106 3\/l—e 

a3=1.351 (1 —e)

The distance between the centers of the two layers is

ft = 2r.y/f- 1.477 a
Vî=i

(20)

(21)
(22)

(23)

Assume that a sheet of water is flowing steadily down över the sur
faces of the spheres of the upper layer. The liquid leaves at the very bot- 
tom of the sphere in form of a jet (Figüre J^a). If the ra te of flow Q is 

Figüre 4. Types of flow över the proposed model of 
the filter media
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sufficiently great, the jet length l vvill reach the top of sphere of the 
layer below (Figüre }a). Otherwise the break - up of the liquid jet will 
occur and drops will form (Figüre Jfb). There is a certain rate of flow 
above vvhich a jet forms. At lo;v velocities drops will form at the very 
bottom of the sphere of the upper layer, as soon as the liquid leaves it.

Because of the complexity of the phenomenon deseribed above, 
mainly experimental works appear in the literatüre to study the subject. 
For this purpose a finite quantity of tracer material is added instantane- 
ously at time t — 0 to the stream of fluid applied to the top of the bed. 
(see Figüre 5). At the exit, the fhıid is sampled and the concentration

■’entilation

Figüre 5. Schematic diagram of flow system
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of tracer in each sample is determined. A Curve of tracer concentration 
c versus the elapsed time t is plotted. (Figüre 6). Then. the mean 
residence tirne is, by definition. the displacement of the centroid of the 
area under the curve from the c axiss. Of course, other definitions are 
also possible as shown in (Figüre 6). They are the modal time tp, the 
median time f.. , and the theoretical detention time tD which is the vol
üme of liquid över spheres divided by the rate of flovv. Relations among 
these various definitions need to be investigated. This is specially im- 
portant in order that one can compare the results of a theoretical equa- 
tion such as Hovvland’s equation with the residence times as defined 
in (Figüre 6).

Figüre 6. Flow - through curve and the various definitions 
of residence times

The volüme of the liquid present in a bed of granular material över 
vvhich a constant rate of diseharge is applied may be divided into three 
parts: (a) The liquid adhiring in a thin film to the grain and held there by 
molecular attraction ; this part will not drain freely by gravity from the 
material ; (b) The liquid held at the points of contacts between the 
grains by capillary forces; this liquid does not also drain by gravity and 
will not contribute the flovv (c) The liquid which flovvs över the grains by 
gravity and pereolates downward.

After a certain time of flovv establishment, rate of diseharge applied 
to the bed becomes equal to the outflovv rate. (see Figüre 5). After this
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moment. ıf the influent valve ia clooed and n the liquid dramed freely 
fı«>nı the bed is collectcd, on e obtaıns the volüme descrıbed above under 
the iteni (e). İt vvill be desıgnaled V<;. The volüme of the )tquid vvhich 
the lx*<l will retain against the pull of gravity ia the aum of lıquid vol- 
unics explained under the itenin (a) and (bI above. It wıll be deaignated 
d S<> the total volüme of the liquıd atorud in the bed for a conatant 
rate of flovv, becomea

v Vü+VG (24)

İn this study it has been assumed that the flovv timea (G and tr de- 
fıneıl m Figüre 6 can be computed by meana of the averagc and mu
ininin velocity of the laminar flou* över aphcrca and Jeta (7). Time of 
flovv över the spheres of the model dcacribcd above haa bren calculated 
by K । 1 and the follovving reault has been obtained :

f,= 1.65 (1 — «l’'’.'—| J H (25)
’ 9 / \Q*)

Tınıe of flovv through Jets betvveen the spheres becomea

t 1.3253(v -/)’,l5V>ı)",[1.47(l —t)1'’ —(l-ı)l//
(1 tp/J + 8.45952pf(l O-M-47(l-«)M (1—«)|(v p)1^

(26)
- ıs the masa density and a is the surface tension of the liquid.

1 total flovv time corresponding to the çenter of gravity of the 
llHlMTMiot) curve vvill thus be

t. t. + t, (27)
1 valucH of fc, fi computed by this thcory for a porosity value of 

v ( and a .vater temı>erature of 20 *C ha ve bren plotled for dlffcrent
‘ ", H '»f specific surface arca S, against S Ç, in doublr logharitmlc 

■r|' ’ 1........ .. The plotted |»ınla lic on straight lines aa ahovvn in Figüre 7.
! v :u'' also calculated for the knovvn valucs of 8 and t of the filter 
l,r,,n” ııned in the experimenta. (See Figures 8. 9. 10 and 11).

Ih *' baa been assumed that the modal time corresponds to the max- 
"Ph " f|°w vclocily Thc maxımum velocity of the laminar flovv över a 
a h’'’ •« equal to 3 2 timea the average velocity. vvhile the velocity on 
c, / ’r,z'»ntal seetion of the jet ia uniform. The modal time hence bc-

C î /. + < (28)
•1

r,.,.(!'1 26 indicatea that t, // and hence /<. // inerease vvith 8 untill 8 
" ' a certain value. When 8 becomea greater than that. t, H and
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t(. H start to decrease. This value can be calculated by differentiating 
tj/H with respect to S, and then equalizing it to zero. It is approxi- 
mately 1000 m2/m'. When S>1000 m* m*, i. e. for fine materials, the 
first term in the denominator of Eq. 26 predominates and the second 
term can be neglected. So Eq. 26 can be written as :

/ v / S \3/<1.3253 — [1.47(1-E)’/3 — (1—e) ] * ) H

t,~~ ~(î—-e)2/3 S'" (29)

Theoretically it means that time of flow does not depend upon surface 
tension for large values of S. From Eq. 29 it results that tt, H and 
hence tG H decrease when S increases. As a limit case t, = 0 and hence 
tG = ts when S—>oo. However no experimental run has been performed 
for such large values of S and therefore nothing is knovvn on the validity 
of this theoretical result.

Figüre 7. Time of flow tc/H as a function of S/Q ( for 
dlfferent values of specific surface areas, S.
(Poroslty = 0.40 ; Water temperature = 20°C)
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On the contrary, at lo.v values of ö ine second term in the denomi- 
nator of Eq. 26 predominates and the first term can be neglected. That 
is to say, surface tension plays an important part. In this case Eq. 26 
can be expressed as

t, = 0 157 (1 —e)4/j

/ S \7/8S"'8 I * ] H
(30)

Eq. 30 shows that t, H decreases vvhen S becomes smaller. As a li
mit case t, = 0 and hence tc = ts again when 8 = 0 (See Figüre 7).

If the porosity of the natura! materials is assumed to be e 0.40 , 
Eq. 26 can be vvritten in the follovving form for a water temperature 
of 20°C and v = 10~6X1.008 nr sec ; (v g), 4=1.7916X10 1 ;
; a p g = 0.074X10 4 m2

1.4865 X10- 2,rS11/8 (S/Ça)1'” H 
S13'8(S/Q.4),'8 + 48345 (31)

in which

[f,] = sec ; [W]=m; [S] = m2 m3; [S/Q/)] = sec/m2

With the same temperature ad the data given above, Eq. 25 becomes :

t. = 10 3X 7.291 (8 Qa)7i3H (32)
where

[t,] = sec; |/f] = 7n; [S Q?t]=sec/m2

The validity of this model was demonstrated by experiments using 
NaCl as tracer vvhile draining the liquid by gravity through columns 
filled with 3.30 mm, 3.56 mm, 9.54 mm, 16.7 mm and 35.0 mm diameter 
spheres (See Figüre 8, 9, 10 and 11). In these experiments, several drops 
of NaCl solution were suddenly added into the inlet of filter, and the 
electrical conductivity of the effluent was recorded över time. Later a 
solenoid valve was closed and the drained volüme of liquid VG was 
measured. The volüme of the liquid Vn which the bed will retain against
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t/U
, sec

/n

Figüre 8. Various flow times measured in a packed column filled with lead shots cf 
3.3 mm diameter and the results of the present theory developed in this paper.

(e = 0.40 ; H - 0.48 m ; S = 1090.9 m2/m’ ; T = 20 °C)

the pull of gravity was also measured. The modal time, the time to the çen
ter of gravity, the time to the beginning of the dispersion curves and 
the calculated times of VG Q and (V(,+ Vt>) Q have been plotted against 
S in double logharitmic coordinates. S is specific surface area, Q 
is rate of flow, and Qx is surface load. The plotted points generally lie 
on straight lines in agreement with the theory developed herein. How- 
ever they are on a curve concave downward in a certain region corre- 
sponding to a transition between the drop formation and jetting, again in 
confirmation of the theory developed.
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t/H
. sec

/m

Figüre 9. Various flow tlmes measured in a packed column filled with Steel spheres 
of 9.54 mm diameter and the results of the peresent theory developed in this paper.

(e = 0.423 ; H = 0.80 m ; S = 362.9 mVmî ; T = 20 °C)

Experiments show that the times to the beginning of the dispersion 
curve are related to the volüme of liquid freely drained from the bed. 
it, as Vc/Q). On contrast, the modal time corresponds to the total vol
üme of the liquid contained inside the filter divided by the rate of flovv 
|fp=(Vc + VD)/QJ.

F. 2



t/H
, sec

/m
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Figüre 10. Various flow times measured in a packed column filled with 
porcelaln spheres of 16.7 mm diameter and the results of the 

present theory developed ın this paper.
(t = 0.40; H = 1.02 m ; S = 215.3 m’/m’ ; T=20»C)
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t/H
, sec

/r
a

Figüre 11. Various flow times measured İn a packed column filled wlth 
plastic spheres of 36.7 mm diameter and the results of the 

present theory developed in this paper.
(g = 0.39 ; H = 1.97 m; S = 99.73 m!/mJ ; T = 20 °C)

Summary and conchısioıı

Although a number of methods have been proposed for the design 
of trickling filters, there remains a need to study the effects of differ- 
ent factors upon the biological efficiency of filters.

In this paper, the parameters characterizing the dispersion curves 
have been studied because the dispersion of waste matter in the liquid 
flovving through biological filters has a defınite influence on the biolo
gical reactions.

These parameters correspond to the characteristic points of a curve 
of tracer concentration versus the elapsed time. They include the mean 
residence time tc, the modal time tP, and the theoretical detention time 
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t d (See Figüre 6). tD is the volüme of liquid över spheres divided by the 
rate of flovv. Relationships among these various definitions of flovv times 
have been investigated in this present vvork. For this purpose a mathe- 
matical model has been developed, vvhich consits of equations expressing 
flow times as a function of (1) surface tension of liquid, (2) grain size, 
porosity and other physical quantities related to the bed, and (3) hyd- 
raulic quantities.

The model developed to investigate the physics of the unsaturated 
flovv through biological filters is an assemblage of spheres having a 
rhombic arrangement, vvhose spacing among the partide centers is ad- 
justed according to the observed porosity. The flovv in this assemblage 
occurs in form of a thin film över the vertical chains of spheres. The 
flovv betvveen the spheres is in the form of a jet, falling freely from the 
bottom of the sphere of the upper layer to the top of the sphere of the 
lower layer.

The jet is influenced by surface tension. There is a certain critical 
rate of flovv, above vvhich a jet forms. At lovv velocities the break - up 
of the liquid jet vvill occur and drops vvill form at the very bottom of 
the sphere of the upper layer, as soon as the liquid leaves it.

In this vvay, a mutual correspondance has been established betvveen 
the flovv över a single sphere - forming jet under the influence of gravity 
and the extremely complex flovv through filters. With the aid of this 
model, it has been possible to translate to the unsaturated flovv through 
beds, ali results related to a single sphere and a jet falling freely under the 
influence of gravity. The velocity profile in flovv över a sphere is a pa- 
rabola, vvhile the velocity in a horizontal section of the jet is uniform. 
So it has been possible to clarify the mechanism for forming the flovv, 
and to express the various parameters characterizing the dispersion of 
soluble matter through beds in terıns of the properties of the media and 
the liquid.

The time tc corresponding to the çenter of gravity of the area under 
the dispersion curve has been calculated by means of the average ve
locity of the flovv. t(, is the summation of flovv time tA- över spheres and 
flovv time tj through jets:

tc = ts + tj
It has been assumed that the modal time corresponds to the maximum 

flovv velocity. The maximum velocity of the laminar flovv över a sphere 
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is equal to 3 2 times the average velocity, while the velocity on a hori- 
zontal section of the jet is uniform. The modal time thus becomes:

/ 2 4 X

S13/8(S/Q4)1/8+48345 '

tp = "ö *s + tju

If the porosity of natural fili materials used in trickling filters is 
assumed to be e = 0.40; for a water temperature of 20°C, kinematic 
viscosity of v = 10-6 X 1.008 m1 stc and capilarity of ov'p g — 0.074 X 
10 4 m2, then the values of tc and tP become :

fr/H-ıo-’x7 291 (s o,)’/3+2-4_§652<20±s"*<s/Q^ X 1.291(0 , 1) + si3/8(jg/Q4)i/8+48345

tP H=10-8X4.86 (S Qa)2'3 + 1.4865 X10~2 SU/8 (S/QA)va

uhere

tG = time corresponding to the çenter of gravity of the area under 
the dispersion curve, sec

tP = Modal time, sec

S = Specific surface area of fiil materials, m-’ m-’

H — Depth of filter, m

= Hydraulic loading rate, m’ sec/m2

When S 1000 m2 'm3, i.e., for fine materials, the first term in the 
denominater of the above expression predominates. Therefore when 
S —> oo tG = ts. Conversely, at low values of S, the second term in the 
denominator predominates and the surface tension has a significant 
effect. As a limit case again tc = ts when S —> 0
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